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Dates: 1958-2010

Extent: 3.91 m of textual material
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Scope and Content: Series consists of records collected by the creator under the heading "personal
papers (speeches, reports, letters, etc.)." It is a melding of the personal and
professional domains of Simpson's life, reflecting the fact that he did not keep
these strictly separate. The series contains predominantly correspondence, most
of it incoming letters, greeting cards and invitations, received from friends,
professional and academic acquaintances, community and non-profit groups and
business firms. Besides personal matters, the letters relate to conferences,
writing, employment references and business matters. A large number of richly
descriptive letters written to his wife, Marion, describes Simpson's work in Africa
in the 1960s for Canadian University Service Overseas (CUSO) and his many
trips to Southeast Asia and Indonesia for the International Development Research
Centre (IDRC). These trips involved meetings, conferences and site visits to
schools. There are also files of outgoing letters from the University of Western
Ontario's Althouse Faculty of Education, Office of International Education and
Centre for International Business Studies; and records relating to Kanchar,
Salasan, the Banff Centre and Triple i. Topics featured in the series include
Canadian black history, the development of the Cross-Cultural Learner Centre,
and consideration of development projects in Africa. Besides correspondence, the
series contains many speeches, speech materials and some presentation
materials. Most of these are from Simpson's innovation work in the 1990s, while
others date from as early as the 1960s and include speeches delivered to
community groups, associations, and the congregation of the Metropolitan United
Church in London. Over the years Simpson assembled a vast global network of
contacts, which is evidenced by the many business cards and contact files in the
series. There are also a number of resumes sent to him by students and
professionals. Other record types include day planners, clippings, articles, papers,
reports, memoranda, personal essays and reflections, resource material for
Kenya projects and for writing, newsletters and essays related to church and
missionary activities, curricula vitae, passports, research notes from Simpson's
thesis in the late 1960s, and speeches. Finally, the series contains some family
material from the 1980s when Simpson and his wife represented their sons David
and Craig as they received athletic university scholarships and were drafted into
the NHL. Don was also involved with David in his investment corporation, Sonar;
with daughter Janice and her consulting company, Cosult International; and in
planning the Craig Simpson Celebrity Classic in 1989. There are fifteen
miscellaneous photographs in the series, which are images of individuals, friends'
Christmas family portraits, a headshot of Simpson for a 1980s biography, and one
group shot of the team at the Banff Centre for Management.

Restrictions on Access and
Use:

The many files with resumes are currently closed to researchers because they
contain personal information of third parties. Researchers wishing to consult this
material must apply to the University Archivist to enter into a researcher
agreement.

Arrangement: The series is arranged in chronological order except for a block of speech files
added after initial processing.

Language of Material Note: Series contains material in German and French.

Other Notes: 1. The records in this broad series relate to nearly every period of Don Simpson's
life and work until 2000. For additional material, researchers should consult the
following series in the fonds: for thesis work, series S00516; for teaching work at
the University of Western Ontario, series S00501, S00502 and S00507; for CUSO
work and material on Africa, series S00503; for development work in Africa and
Asia and Simpson's position at the IDRC, series S00504; for Kanchar and
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Salasan, series S00503; for the Banff Centre and Triple i, series S00506,
S00507, S00509 and S00510. Key documents in these areas can also be found
in the corresponding chapter material consulted during the preparation of A
Canadian Odyssey (series S00514). S00515 contains Simpson's desk diaries
from the 1960s.
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